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et al.: Book Reviews

BOOK REVIEWS

Rural Woman Battering and the Justice System: An Ethnography by
Neil Websdale. Thousand Oaks, CA; Sage, 1998. 262 pp.
$48.00 cloth, $22.95 paper. •
Karen Heil Borchert

Northwestern College
Orange City, Iowa

Neil Websdale addresses a frequently overlooked subject as

he explores the multiple dynamics that force rural women to continue
to live within abusiverelationships. Utilizing qualitative data, he
introduces the reader to the challenges that face battered women,
many of whom are unable to extract themselves from
overwhelmingly difficult life situations. Refreshingly, he portrays
these women, his key informants, not as miridless weaklings, but
rather as courageous women who are caught within a complex web
of social structures that limit their possibilities. Having published a
number of pieces in the areas of violence against women and

policing, Websdale brings to this work a breadth of knowledge about
the issues that surround this topic.

Early in the book Websdale presents a thorough explanation
of his research methodology. He adds validity to his piece by
carefully articulating his ethnographic techniques and by openly
discussing its limitations. For instance, he comments upon the

challenges of interviewing women who may perceive him as a part of
the patriarchal establishment, noting that rather than being suspicious
of him the women "hoped the information would reduce the
victimization of other women" (p. xxv). That said, the reader is still
left wondering what additional data may have been gained if female
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ethnographers were included in the project.

Throughout the book Websdale provides vivid descriptions
and factual reports to inform the reader of the underlying dynamics
that occur within the context of battering situations. Many readers,
for example, may not be familiar with the practice of "erasure"
whereby the abuser attempts to eradicate a woman's identity by
eliminating any connections shehas to others or with the past. By
destroying personal items such as pictures, removing telephones from
the home, or intentionally damaging a woman's car to limit her

mobility, abusive men try to erase thesewomen's identity. In extreme
cases even a woman's physical identity is obliterated or erased when
she is beaten beyond recognition.

After describing some of the personal dynamics that occur
between women and men in violent relationships, Websdale focuses
upon the cultural milieu in which rural woman battering occurs. He

explores the impact that social structures have in keeping abused
women "in their place." For instance, because women in rural areas
are so physically isolated from others, their situation varies
significantlyfrom their urban sisters. Women who live in more

populated areas have more immediate access to neighbors, various
modes of transportation as well as public telephones thatthey can
use as a means to escape. Websdale notes that in a rural context,

women face many obstacles just to physically remove themselves
from the context of violent situations.

The physical challenges that rural woman face are
compounded by an oppressive cultural environment. Websdale shows

that where patriarchy rules supreme, battered women gain little
sympathy from any of the institutions that could providethem with
protection. Political leaders are reluctant to interfere lestthey offend

their male constituency. Police (the vast majority ofwhom are male)
tire of domestic calls and sometimes fail to arrest due to their
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personal or family relationship to abusers. Websdale points out that
even when abusers are arrested, all too often they are not prosecuted.
Overall, in'a patriarchal culture the criminaljustice system goes
lightly on abusers. In commenting on the religious sphere, Websdale
notes that although some pastoral counselors provide encouragement
for battered women, the fundamentalist churches that predominate in
the area encourage hierarchical family structures. By encouraging
women to submit to their husbands these churches reinforce already
existing power dynamics between women and men. Websdale also
found that social services were woefully inadequate, leaving battered
women with very few supportive resources in their communities.
Throughout the book Websdale creates a powerful portrait of

the structural context in which rural woman battering occurs.
Toward the close of the book he presents an array of strategies to
address the problems. Because the book focuses primarily on the
problems that the social structures create for these women this book
is a particularly good resource for professionals in a variety of fields
including criminaljustice, social service agencies, religious groups,
and women's advocacy groups. It also is a valuable resource for
scholars. Throughout the book Websdale frequently cites other
works that confirm and add reliability to his findings. Though these
citations can be a bit cumbersome for undergraduate students, they
provide helpful resources to scholars interested in further research. In
general, Websdale fills a gap in the area of domestic violence and
makes an important contribution to the field.
The Hutterites: Lives and Images ofa Communal People by Samuel
Hofer. Saskatoon, Canada: Hofer Publishers, 1998. 184 pp.
$11.97 paper.
Jerome R. Rosonke
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Northern State University
Aberdeen, South Dakota

The author of this book, Samuel Hofer, is a Weggelufene, an
ex-Hutterite. He left the Hutterites in 1983 at age 21 after converting
to another faith. At that time, Hofer arranged for work at a
neighboring farm and has done a number jobs since, but he seems to
most enjoy writing and his favorite topic seems to be the Hutterites.
He has written another book on the Hutterites and produced an
audio tape of humorous stories about living with them, both titled

Born Hutterite. He played a major part in the production of a video
that focused on why some Hutterites have left their colonies, also

titled Born Hutterite. Hofer's present book provides an excellent
introduction to the Hutterites that explores their history, beliefs, and
lifestyle.
One of the most important assets of this book are its more
than eighty pages of black and white photographs that chronicle
historical events and places, Hutterites carrying out various daily
farm and work tasks, and just living their everyday lives. Especially
notable are pictures ofyoung persons playing their guitars and
harmonicas, couples at a shivaree (engagement party), Hutterites
standing by an old huge steel wheeled steam tractor and driving a
modern combine, and many photos of laughing children, solemn
adults, and the elderly. These photographs add a reality to Hutterite
life that words cannot adequately describe.
The book itself explores various aspects of the Hutterite
experience. It most generally focuses on Hutterite life and its stages,
traditions, and history. Also many specific aspects of Hutterite life
are discussed, including community life, schools, vocations, marriage,
baptism, death, sermons, and music. The history section discusses the
Biblical legacy of the Hutterites, and examines life of Jacob Hutter
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and the Reformation as well as the historical Hutterite experience in

Moravia, Hungary, Transylvania, Wallacia, the Ukraine, South
Dakota, and Canada.

Hofer spends time exploring Hutterite ojBFshoot groups. He
discusses the Prairieleit Hutterites who have rejected living

communally, and have insteadjoined the Mennonites and other
Protestant churches. Hofer also briefly mentions that there are

Hutterites in Japan and even provides a photograph documenting that
fact. He gives special attention to Eberhard Arnold's The Society of
Brothers. Arnold started a Hutterite group in Germany. He died prior
to World War II, but due to Nazi persecution his Amoldite followers
moved to Paraguay. They next moved to the United States in the
1950s to establish the Woodcrest colony in Rifton, New York. The
Arnoldites made contacts with North American Hutterites, but there

was fiiction between the groups. Problems between the Arnoldites
and other Hutterites deepened in a dispute over a hog feeder patent.
Eventually the dispute ended up in the U.S. Supreme Court. Hofer

reports that although this conflict maybe nearing an end, it has left
anger, dissension, and distrust between Hutterite colonies.
Of particularinterest is the attention that Hofer gives to
those, like himself, who have decided to leave the Hutterites. Hofer
examines their motivations, the process they go through in doing so,
and the result they experience as Weggelufene. He discusses the
stresses of living a Hutterite life, which for some results in
considerable tension and actually leaving the community. The
decision to leave is sometimes the product of an immediate
precipitating event or sometimes lengthy planning. Hofer examines
his own experience as a model, though he discusses several others
who have also left. He does not appear to be angry in the wake of his
leaving. Rather, he seems to accept the Hutterite way of life as a
good one, but not the one that he wishes to live.
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Hofer ends with a section that examines frequently asked
questions about Hutterites. Among the questions that he responds to
are ones about Hutterite Christianity, similar communities, dress,
intermarriage, pregnancy, birth control, corporal punishment of

children, contributions to the local economy, and the buying up of
nearby farmland. Though few of the topics explored in the book are
dealt with in any great detail, the reader will gain from this book a
basic understanding of the Hutterites and theirway of life. This book
provides a good general introduction to the Hutterites.

The Contested Plains: Indians, Goldseekers, and the Rush to

Colorado by Elliott West. Lawrence, KS: University Press of
Kansas, 1998. 424 pp. $34.95 cloth.
Elizabeth Evenson Williams

Southwest State University
Marshall, Minnesota

The lure and power of gold is documented in Elliott West's

The Contested Plains. This book provides a perceptive and very
thorough treatment ofthe events surrounding thediscovery ofgold
in Colorado in 1858, Aprofessor ofhistory at theUniversity of
Arkansas, West is well qualified to provide this history, having won
two Western Heritage book awards for earlier works on the Central
Plains and the far western frontier.

West's well written, sweeping portrait begins with the stories of the
Native Americans who inhabited the middle Great Plains before the

arrival of European explorers and settlers. The most detailed

coverage, however, is reserved for theyears immediately following
the discovery of gold through the 1860s.
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The focus of this book is not mainly on Colorado, the center
of the mining and related activities, but rather on the impact that all
this change had on the Central Plains, especially Nebraska and
Kansas, the area that had to be crossed to reach Colorado. The

Central Plains were forever changed by the events that stemmed from
the gold rush. These changes in particular affected the Native
Americans who had made their home there for centuries. This book

details the activities of a myriad ofNative American peoples who
challenged one another for particular areas on the Plains. Theirs was
a nomadic culture, dependent on the horse, that gave them the power
to create a heroic way of life that dominated one of the great
grassland areas of the world.

The Native Americans understandably resisted the onslaught
of the gold seekers. But that story is also a complex one, for some
Indian tribes sought to find ways to accommodatetheir way of life
with that of the European Americans while others strongly resisted.
These divisions among Indian tribes actually had their roots in events
well before the gold rush. And, inevitably in its aftermath there was
the infamous massacre at Sand Creek and various battles and wars

with the military and settlers.

In a sense, all the players in this Plains drama, including first
of all the Native Americans, failed to observe what the author calls

the Law ofMinimums, or the need not to exceedthe limits set by the
environment. Given the pressure that Native American cultures were

already putting on the Plains, there should be no surprise that with
the arrival of the gold seekers (and all of those involved in the related

activities of provisioning, transportation, and other public services)
that the environmental limits of the Plains were exceeded. There was

not enough grass for horses and oxen to eat, and ranching and

farming took their toll. The Plains could not sustain all this activity.
West strongly suggests that there are lessons to be learned from the
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failure of earlier players to realize the limits of the Plains.
This book makes an outstanding contribution to

understanding the GreatPlains and the complexities of its historyand
development. Although this book is a history, it should be of major
interest to sociologists who live on and study the Great Plains. This
book is especially effective in illustrating how the perceptions that all
parties held in the wake of the discovery of gold were so important in
determining what ensued. West ultimately reveals how the key
players on the Plains constructed their own social reality andin doing
so he skillfijlly weaves together their social history, military history,
and environmental impact.

Capital Culture: Genderat Work in the City by LindaMcDowell.
Cambridge, MA: Blackwell Publishers, 1997. 240 pp. $24.95
paper.

Carol J. Cumber

South Dakota State University
Capital Culture is part of Blackwell Publishers' Studies in Urban and
Social Change series. Its intent is to explore spatial dimensions of
society, addressing economic and political change at both a micro
and macro level. The series is to be a reflection of recent

developments in urban and regional studies.

LindaMcDowell, a British geographer at the University of
Cambridge, reports the results of fieldwork suffused with a

theoretically sound foundation. The literature review is impressive,
both in depth and breadth. Citations run the spectrum from Goffinan
to popular culturist Tom Wolfe. The "City" in the book's title refers
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to the financial district ofLondon. The author is concerned primarily
with investment banking, a traditionally male bastion. The research
focus is on three banks, and includes interviews of 31 women and 19
men. McDowell has ambitious goals for the book. She wants to
"show how individual behaviour at work, the social construction of

gender divisions, the redevelopment of the built environment in the

City ofLondon and the restructuring of employment in contemporary
industrial economies like Britain may be linkedtogether and so better
illuminatethe wide-ranging social and economic changes in the
nature, organisation and distribution of work in Britain" (p. 13). She
is partially successful in achieving these goals.
This book is an industrious work, incorporating analyses of

institutional structures of gender segregation andgendered patterns
in relation to employment, recruitment, and careers. McDowell also

investigates the culture of banking, media representations of bankers
and social interactions among them. Her field research encompasses
1992-94, although the coverage offinancial institutions in London is

much broader. She concisely provides the reader a history of the
banking industry in London, giving emphasis to period afterthe "Big
Bang." This refers to the globalization of capital flows that gained
momentum after October 1986, when local markets were

deregulated, resulting in the globalization of the market for financial

and legal services. The conventional ways of doing business based on
personal contacts and networks between a bourgeois elitewere to be
replaced by a more democratic or meritocratic system. This has often
been referred to as an "Americanization' of financial services.

McDowell analyzes whether women benefit from these changes. For
the most part, they do not. She also investigates whether merchant
banks have moved away from an elitist and masculinist environment.
They have not.

In the introduction, McDowell says that her hope is to
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"demonstrate that organisational sociology might be strengthened if
more attention was given to where things take place as well as how
they do" (p. 5). As a sociologist with limited background in
geography, I was intrigued with what McDowell promised to be a

cross-disciplinary socio-geographical approach. In this respect, I was
disappointed. Initially, in the section on gender at work, McDowell

addresses issues of power and space, places, gendered work patterns
and career paths, and the culture of banking. Conceptually, the
importance of geographic location is emphasized, but inpresentation
the issue is given very limited treatment. Ironically, the clearly
"geographic" focus on space and places receives the least emphasis
from this geographer. Although there is a strong theoretical

foundation, the analysis ofthethree merchant banks does notgo far
beyond a description ofthe physical settings ofthe banks, leaving the
reader to wonder about their significance.

The exploration of gender differences in patterns of
employment, and how recruitment strategies reproduced class and
gender biases is quite informative. A strength of this work lies in the
narratives, that is, the stories of the successes, failures, and
frustrations from the bankers themselves. McDowell does an

excellent job of pulling the reader into the lives of those "working
their way up" the merchant banking ladder, from trainee dealers to
dealers to full directors. The conclusion that women take a much

more circuitous path to the top than, do men is not new, but reading
their direct quotations leaves a lasting impression.
The latter part of this book deals with what McDowell calls

"body work.." She explores engendered cultures, men behaving
badly, and the masqueraders. The concern here is with the social

construction of self, re-enforcement of traditional gender roles, and

therepresentation or subjugation of femininity. Again the strength is
in the narratives, andthe weakness, although the research reinforces
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other works, is in the reality that there is nothing profoundly new
here. McDowell finds that women face significant challenges if they
take on masculine performances or if they keep traditional feminine
ones.

Some of the jargon and culturally idiosyncratic terminology
such as "milk round interviews" may puzzle the non-British reader.
There are times when a glossary of terms would be helpful. Although
the reader is cautioned, care nonetheless needs to be taken to not

overemphasize the generalizability of the findings based upon such a
small sample.
The assertion that women face many obstacles when breaking
into traditional men's fields is well documented as is the struggle for
gender identification. The primary contribution of this book is the,
assertion that even in a system recognized as undergoing structural
changes (i.e., the banking industry ostensibly changingfrom being
patrician to meritocracy based), women are making only limited

inroads. Appropriate audiences for this book includes upper level or
graduate courses in urban sociology, social policy, industrial
sociology, sociology of sex roles, social organization, management
studies, and geography.

Who Rules America?: Power and Politics in the Year 2000 by G.
William Domhoff. Mountain View, CA: Mayfield, 1998, 335
pp. $19.95 paper.
Don Robertson

Southwest State University
Marshall, Minnesota

For years I thought that emotions and beliefs were "good
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enough" for the intellectual barroom brawls I had with those clinging
to ideologies of the far right (and not so far right). G. William
DomhofTs third edition of Who Rules America? Power and Politics

in the Year 2000 provides a mountain of well researched information
to empirically challenge many ofthose who today hold ideologicallyheld viewpoints. His book is a valuable resource, one that should
always be in your briefcase. With it, you can access vital information
to help formulate sociological arguments instead of using just passion
and emotion. Domhoffs work should be a required training manual
for students, professors, or any one working for social and economic
justice.
This new volume is for the most part a completely rewritten
version of the author's 1983 edition of Who Rules America Now.

The latest edition gives the impression that DomhofF has been in a
bruising brawl with critics who vehemently argued against his thesis
that America is a stratified society with a powerful elite that calls the
shots. DomhofF was soundly criticized after his 1983 edition for
making an argument based on inadequate research and for inflaming
passions. In this volume, he take great pains to dispel the conspiracy
myth of a few old rich and powerful white guys sitting in a
boardroom smoking cigars and plotting America's future. What he
gives us is a strongly layered argument that there is an elite who rules
America. This elite he suggests "wields power through connecting
circles of influence including foundations, educational institutions,
corporations, "think tanks," and politics. Through this power, the
elite are able to influence the educational, political, and social
agenda. In making his case, DomhofF presents a clear example of the
Marxian thought: those who control the means of production control
the production of ideology.
DomhofF has answered his critics and has offered a

compelling argument that there is a power elite that influences and
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perpetuates American ideology (the belief in equality, individualism,
and equal opportunity held by Americans from all walks of life, even
those that are hurt by those very dogmas). These tightly held beliefs
have profound consequences for all U.S. citizens, but particularly the
poor, minorities, and women. Domhoff examines the sources of
these ideological positions and manages to reveal them as the selfserving ideologies that they are. He reveals the sources of immense
power running unchecked and shaping the political, economic, and
social environments. What he provides is a compelling argument

against this nation's beliefsystem generated by the its power elite.
This book may or may not be on your "must read" list, but it

needs to be if you believe that your economic plight is due to lack of
moral righteousness, deficiency of individual abilities, or a failure to

take advantage of opportunities. If that is the case, the ideology of
the power elite has blinded you and you need to read what Domhoff
has to say.

In all my ideological brawls, I have never conceded the fight
to dismantle affirmative action, cease welfare, build more prisons
than schools, or abandon head start. Domhoff does not argue for
their elimination, nor does he provide an optimistic outlook for
sharing economic and political power. What he provides is a solid
argument as to why social problems and race have become so

polarized and passionate. His understanding of this nation's political
history and present day electoral politics offers the reader an insight
into the challenges we face in establishing true democracy. His
analysis ably links structured governmental policies to reduced voter
turnout, current ideological dogma, and the people who benefit from
them.

This book probably is not being used by many social scientists
teaching courses in race or gender. That is unfortunate. It deals

racism and sexism a serious blow and it is done in the language of
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"everyday" America. This book seems to be written for European
Americans, but it also gives people ofcolor and women empirical
information to battle economic and political oppression.
Using DomhofFs theory and research ideas to complete
studies on smallersystemswould be interesting. Students using it
could examine the extent of interrelating involvement of regional and
state foundations, corporations, businesses, educational institutions,
political appointments, and political officeholders.
This book pulls no punches. It gives a sobering look at the

incredible material and human capital that prepare the formidable
ideologies of individualism and equal opportunity that dominate
America. This book needs to be required reading for classes on
stratification, American national government, policy formation, and
current issues. Additionally, almost any sociology course could use it
as a supplement. This book can providesociology students studying
theoretical ideas a current American experiential base in which to
ground those ideas.

Formations of Class and Gender: BecomingRespectable by Beverley
Skeggs. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage, 1997. 192 pp. $24.95
paper.

Glenda Sehested

Augustana College
Sioux Falls, South Dakota
How do working class women construct their identities? To

what extent is their class membership relevant to their subjectivity?
These are the basic questions addressed by Beverly Skeggs, a senior
lecturer in sociology and co-director of a women's studies program.
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in this slim ethnography. Through addressing these questions
empirically, Skeggs tackles fundamental theoretical issues in feihinist
and cultural theory. Her basic argument is that this body of
theoretical work has come, during the past two decades especially,
to generate class-based, and biased, knowledge by ignoring the ways
in which class location influences women's subjectivity. She makes a
powerful argument, powerful in both empirical and theoretical terms.
The book is a valuable contribution to this body of literature. This
book is a "must read" for sociologists interested in feminist theory
and in postmodern theory, especially the work of Pierre Bourdieu.
Social psychologists interested in self and identity formation will also
find it intriguing.
Initially as a basis for her Ph.D. research, Skeggs did
intensive ethnographic field work for three years with 83 young
women, aged 16 at the beginning of the work, enrolled in "caring
courses" at a further education college in northern England.
Although her work does not make clear exactly what the parallel
school or curriculum would be in the United States, the school
seems comparable to a post-high school technical school and the
curriculum prepares women, and apparently only women, for nonprofessional social services employment. After completing her
dissertation, Skeggs maintained contact with the women for another
decade, including systematic interviews at two later periods. The
methods chapter of the book, entitled "Respectable Knowledge:
Experience and Interpretation," is itself a particularly well-written
treatise on epistemology. It could easily be used by itself in a
graduate level course in the philosophy of science or qualitative
methodology.
Skeggs skillfully uses Bourdieu's concepts of"capital,"
especially cultural capital, and "space" to explain the complexity of

how the women construct their identities within the powerful
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constraints posed by the class and gender structures and institutions
of the society. Her emphatic conclusion is that: "Class was

completely central to the lives of the women. ... By using
Bourdieu's metaphors of capital and space the study mapped how a
group of White working-class women were bom into structures of

inequality which provided differential amounts of capital which
circumscribed their movements though social space" (p. 161).
She found, however, that the influence of class was not a

straightforward one. The women explicitly rejected the
identification of themselves as "working class" and it was this "disidentification" with class that was the powerful influence on how

they constructed their identities. In rejecting "working class," they
did not claim "middle class" either. In fact, they saw middle class as
clearly "different from," though not "better than," themselves. Their
focus was on "respectability." Theyhad a clear recognition of how

the culture as a whole defined and denigrated "working class
women," and they worked hard to present themselves as "caring"
and "respectable" as a means of rejecting that cultural stereotype.
This overriding concern to not be, and not be seen as, working class
influenced their identity in occupational, sexual, femininity, and
feminism terms.

This is not a simplistic materialist-determinist argument.
These women are seen as active constmctors of their identities

within tightly constraining structural and institutional circumstances.

They are respected as intelligent and articulate beings, not presented
as "victims of poverty" or as "brainwashed by sexist ideologies."
That Skeggs respects these women is clear in her depiction of them,
even as they rejected the feminism she openly espoused in her
conversations with them.

One of the most impressive aspects of this volume is that it is
certain to generate conversation and debate and further theoretical
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and empirical work. Although the volume is typically very well
supported and documented, some of the specific claims that Skeggs
makes about these women's circumstances and identities are

debatable and occasionally Skeggs appears to draw generalizations
from insufficient data. Probably the most potentially controversial
aspect of the analysis is her basic premise that all of the aspects of
identity constructed by these women are unique to working class
women. For example, Skeggs draws some fascinating conclusions
about how these women selectively display feminine appearances
and do so primarily as a means for enjoying collective solidarity
without any intention of doing it "for men." This claim is well
documented by her quotations and observations, yet this same
phenomenon may well be true of women in other social classes as
well. While Skeggs' argument that "class is central to" all thesewomen do is generally convincing, gender also seems "central to"

what women, and men, in all classes do. Skeggs probably would not
disagree with this statement in general, eventhough her passion in
this work is to highlight the effect of class. Seeing Skeggs, or
another researcher using the same theoretical model, do similar in-

depth fieldwork with a group of middle-class and upper- class
women would be intriguing. This could go a long way in helping
tease out the complex interactions between class and gender.
Another majorproblem with the work, which Skeggs herselfadmits,
is the fact that she has ignored the effect of race in her analysis. Race
is to be the focus of her next work. Overall, I think this work makes

a significant contribution to the scholarly literature in part because of
its "faults." In other words, the book is quite likely to generate not
only conversation and debate, but also further research.

Despite my overall favorable response to the book, I do also

have a significant complaint about it. Skeggs' writing style is quite
dense and somewhat obtuse. Although the book is short, it is not a
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"quick read" unless one is deeply immersed in postmodern feminist
theory. Skeggs herself admits that the women about whom she has

written would be unlikely to be able to read or comprehend her
work. That the book be written in language comprehensible to
women of limited academic experience would probably be too much
to ask, but at least could not the ideas in this book be communicated

inlanguage that a bright undergraduate student might understand?
As this work stands, the any potential reader must be somewhat
familiar with postmodern theory and Bourdieu's theoretical work.

Unfortunately, that excludes a large number of contemporary
sociologists and also a considerable number of academic feminists.

Skeggs locates herselfwithin the category of "cultural
feminism" and quotes extensively from the work of Judith Butler.

Cultural feminists in general, and Butler in particular, have beenthe
target of significant criticism from many, including both academic
and non-academic feminists, for being both incomprehensible and
impractical in helping to bring about social change. Skeggs' work is
certain to be subjected to these same criticisms. She actually
responds to the critique of "impractical" by making it clear
throughout the bookthat by seeking more accurate information, and

thus countering stereotypes held even by feminists, she is generating
more useful knowledge for the practical goal of social change. She is
certainly correct in arguing that activity based on accurate
knowledge is more effective activity. In other words, the work of
cultural feminists is no less "practical" than the work of other

theorists. The charge of writing in an "incomprehensible" fashion is,

however, one that Skeggs could have avoided. In certain places her
writing is beautifully clear. Had she taken the time to consistently
write more clearly and consciously write for a wider audience, this
work would have an even more powerful impact on the disciplines of
both sociology and feminism.
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This book is to be strongly recommend to all sociologists and
all academic feminists, but also potential readers must be cautioned
to not be misled by its brevity. Prepare to do some serious thinking
when you read this book. It would be most effectively used in
graduate courses or in book-discussion groups among any set of
working sociologists and especially in settings where it can be
carefully read and collectively discussed.

WhiteMan Falling: Race, Gender, and White Supremacy by Abby
L. Ferber. Lanham, MD: Rowman & Littlefield, 1998. 182

pp. $24.95 cloth.
Annette Prosterman

Our Lady of the Lake University

So, you thought you knew who had been the victims of racial
oppression in America? According to white supremacist discourse, it
is white people. And do you know who thinks of themselves as the
true protectors of racial diversity? It is contemporary white
supremacists. These are some ofthe remarkable revelations found in
White Man Falling. Here, sociologist Abby Ferber takes a critical
look at the assumptions, language, and arguments of race as they are
constructed and produced in the publications of American white
supremacist groups.
What does this book have to offer that others focusing on
racism have not adequately addressed? Ferber shows, through a
detailed, deconstmctionist analysis of a variety of white supremacist
newsletters and other publications, how race and gender are
inextricably linkedin a version of reality in which a superior white
race is being genetically defiled and degraded by an inferior black
race. If the genetic boundaries of the pure, white race are permeated,
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as the discourse goes, the highest state of human existence will be

forever ruined and the fate of humanity itselfwill be in peril
The vessel for contamination of the white race, of course, is

white women. To readers of this book, perhaps there is no surprise
that white supremacist groups would argue this point. After all, as
Ferber reminds us in a briefjourneythrough American history, this

has been a familiar racist theme since the days of slavery. White
men's babies who have been bom to black women have been raised

as black children by their mothers and have been absorbed into the
black race. Therefore, unions of this kind have not raised much
concern. On the other hand, black men's babies who have been bom

to white women and raised by those women pose a threat to white
racial identity. Once the line demarcating white from black is bluaed,

so is the basis for thejustification of white privilege, the privilege
that white supremacists believe is rightfully theirs due to the
supposed superiority of their genetic pool. In the meantime, sexual

relations between white women and black men challenge the control
that white men are supposed to have overboth black people and
white women. While humanity is threatened, white masculinity is
insulted.

But who is held accountable for sexual relations between

black men andwhite women? This is where Ferber's findings take an
insightful twist. Surprisingly, black men are not blamed in white
supremacist discourse nor are even women blamed. Both black men

and white women are considered incapable of controlling themselves
due to the biologicallyinferior nature of both the black race and the

female sex. That white women and black men are engaging in sexual
relations that are leading to the destruction of the white race is more
directly the fault ofwhite men. At fault are white men who have

become so weak and effeminate that they cannot protectwhite
women from the black men who would rape them. At fault are white
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men who have become so weak and effeminate that they cannot
satisfy white women who may then be compelled to turn to black
men for sexual fulfillment. Enter the Jews as underlying culprits. For
white supremacists, Jews are the diabolical masterminds who have
plotted the genocidal destruction of the Aryan race using the mass
media that they own and control to encourage race-mixing on one
hand and emasculation of white men on the other.

In a hyper-concern over issues of sexuality, sexuality leaks
into issues of gender and particularly issues of masculinity. White
supremacy discourse, Ferber effectively asserts, is very much
involved in rearticulating and maintaining a particular version of
white masculinity. Ferber's clear focus on the intricacies of the
relationship between sex and gender is its greatest contribution to
the study of the contemporary white supremacist movement in

particular and white racism in general. In addition, she provides an
enlightening history and profile of the major organized white
supremacist groups in the United States. Ferber takes care to

emphasize, however, that the discourse of these groups is merely
one among many forms of racist discourse. She wants to make sure

that her readers do not define the racism of the white supremacist
movement as extreme and then merely dismiss it as such. The more

subtle and institutionalized racism of mainstream American society is
not to be absolved by those at the fiinge.
Ferber masterfullyincorporates both excepts from white
supremacist publications and the work of many other researches who
have touched on this subject to make the construction and

production of the white supremacistworld view easy for the reader
to follow and understand. My singleregret in regard to this book is
that its examination of the Latino threat to white supremacy was not
better developed. As the indigenous Latino population continues to
grow and may soon surpass the Afncan American population as the
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largest minoritygroup in the United States, understanding whatever
subtle variations on the basic black-and-white theme exist will be

increasingly relevant. For many areas of the country, such an
understanding is already important.
Had I known of this book at an earlier point in time, I would
have incorporated it into the undergraduate course I am now

teaching on Class, Race, and Gender. This book is relatively short
and easy to read, and its subject matter would not dominate the

content of a course covering manyrelated topics. Used in addition to
other material, it would be well suited for eitherundergraduate or
graduate sociology courses in race relations, gender, social
inequality, or contemporary social movements.

GettingBeyondRace: The Changing American Culture byRichard
J. Payne. Boulder, CO; Westview Press, 1998. 240 pp.
$36.50 cloth.

Jack Niemonen

University of South Dakota

In Getting BeyondRace, Richard J. Payne, who is a
professor of political science, revives the claim that attitudes, more

than any other factor, impede or promote African American gains in
the United States today. By the author's admission, this book

emphasizes positive developments in race relations, and it supports
attempts to weaken or eliminate racial categorization (p. 193) on the
grounds that it is biologically meaningless and socially destructive.
Alongthe way, he inserts into the discussion the apparently
obligatory critique of Richard Hermstein and Charles Murray's The
Bell Curve. Basically, Payne envisions a society of liberally-minded,
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inner-directed individuals who, united by the American Creed and
unfettered by racial categorization, are free to compete for the
rewards that this country has to offer. He advises African Americans

that they should perceive obstacles as challenges rather than as
barriers (p. 18), and he advises European Americans and African
Americans that ."putting oneself in another person's shoes helps
improve race relations, partly because it enhances communication
and feelings of empathy" (pp. 27-28). For Payne, then, "race is
[ultimately] a local and personal concern" (p. 21). These statements
are consistent with a classic liberal assumption that improving
relations between individuals will ipso facto improve relations
between groups.
In this context, Payne defends the so-called contact
hypothesis as a way to improve race relations (see pp. 165-166), and
he supports the multicultural movement to the extent that it teaches
tolerance toward others. However, in contradistinction to black

nationalists and Afro-centrists, Payne claims that a distinctive
Aincan-American culture does not exist in the United States (pp. 5358, 151). He argues that the military is probably the most racially

progressive institution in the United States and therefore is a model
for other institutions to follow. Payne criticizes the National
Association of Black Social Workers (NABSW) for opposing
transracial adoptions, and he celebrates the increasing rate of
interracial marriages. He does this on the grounds that the NABSW
reifies racial categorization while the increasing rate of inter-racial
marriages undermines it. Finally, Payne reviews the arguments for
and against affirmative action, suggesting that much of the
controversy is linked to problems created by racial categorization.
Why William Julius Wilson on the book jacket characterized
this book as "a breath of fresh air" is beyond me. First, this book
lacks originality. None of the arguments made it offer new or
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original insights. In particular, the argument against racial
categorization is presented with much more eloquence and depth in
Yehudi Webster's The Racialization ofAmerica than in Payne's
book. Worse, Payne defends a view of race relations that met its end
in sociology in the early 1970s, marked by the publication of L. Paul
Metzger's famous article on African-American assimilation in the
American Journal ofSociology.
Second, if Payne's book was intended to be a polemic, then
it has no fire. Polemics are worth reading if, in the heat of passion,
they are honest about their value premises and offer provocative
insights along the way. The essays of P. J. O'Rourke would be a
good example. Payne plods along studiously weighing the pros and
cons of controversial issues like transracial adoption and affirmative
action programs. However, this academic detachment proves
disingenuous, apparent in his misuse of the Bakke example on page
124 to discredit opponents of affirmative action programs, dismissal
of claims to a distinctive Afiican-American culture which challenge
a consensus on values at the highest level (Payne believes that claims
to African-American culture sustain racial categorization systems
and, in effect, "racist practices"), and omission of the importance of
structural transformations in the American economy that make the
issue of attitudinal change a secondary matter.
Third, as a scholarly work, this book has serious flaws. For
example, Payne does not review the extensive literature in sociology
that has attempted to test the claims of the contact hypothesis. In
other words, he takes for granted that the contact hypothesis works.
To defend his thesis, Payne interviews various individuals. Then, he
cites statistics, primarily acquired from the mass media, on African
American gains in recent decades. The monograph does not explain
his sampling techniques, nor does it explain how he conducted the
interviews and for what purposes. The interviews are used
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anecdotally and are subject to bias as a consequence. Although
Payne identifies factors that account for the increasing percentage of
interracial marriages (which is taken as primafacie evidence for the
contact hypothesis), he does not substantiate the claim made on page
165 that "most Americans now accept such relationships as
individual decisions and do not react strongly to them. . .
In addition, over 300 studies have been published in
sociology journals in the past twenty years on Afiican American
gains (or lack thereof). This is a complex and contradictory
literature, none of which is cited by Payne. His claims about the
racially progressive nature of the military are not buttressed by any
references to a rich empirical tradition in military sociology. Payne
repeats a serious methodological error in assessing black gains - one
that was identified originallyby Thomas Boston in a monograph
titled Race, Class & Conservatism. Payne downplays the extent and
significance of residential segregation in the United States (see p. 65)
for spatial assimilation. Incredibly, not a single reference is made to
the award-winning work ofDouglas Massey and Nancy Denton
(e.g., American Apartheid: Segregation and the Making of the
Underclass). Perhaps it is not surprising, then, that the author has
little to say about discriminatory practices in the banking, finance,
and real estate industries.

Payne recognizes that affirmative action programs have not
benefited the African-American underclass, but here, too, he has
nothing else to say. He fails to link racial gains, or lack thereof, to
broader structural transformations in the economy and the changing
role of the state. The reader gains no insight into the structural
formation ofthe underclass, processes of hyper-ghettoization, or
complex race-class interactions. Finally, Payne has no response to
the most serious objection raised by opponents of affirmative action
programs (see p. 127).
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Sociology students who know the race relations literature
well will find that Getting Beyond Race is little more than a liberal

re-run. Those who do not know the race relations literature well may
gain insights from a readable book, but they should be made aware
that this book distorts in the same way that Herrnstein and Murray's
The Bell Cwrve^distorts. The difference lies in the objectives of the
respective authors. Strong analytical-critical skills are necessary to
identify the difference between a scholarly work and a polemic
masquerading as a scholarly work. Nevertheless, Payne's monograph
may be useful as a supplementary text in a course such as the one I
teach called "Readings in the Black Experience" which examines the
diverse ways in which Afncan-American authors and activists
conceptualize the race relations problematic.

Cultural Masks: Ethnic Identity and AmericanIndian Higher
Education by Terry E. Huffman. Morgantown, WV: Stone
Creek Press, 1999. 195 pp.
Dan Peterson

Black Hills State University

Teny Hufftnan's book grew out of an important question;
why is the Native-American education attrition rate so high? In
pursuit of answers, Huffmanwas guided by a social-psychological,
micro-level of analysis. Huffman hoped that by engaging in
ethnographic inquiry, he might be better able to understand the
higher education experience fi*om the subject's point of view. This
perspective was something that had been missing from almost all
previous research. Huffman was also hopeful that he might discover
how the Native Americans who managed to reconcile their cultural
identity with "the epitome of non-Indian culture - higher education"
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(p.2) were able to do so. Huffman has succeeded in producing a
model of the factors that shaped his sample of 69 Native American
students' ethnic identity as well as delineating the dynamics involved
in the construction, management, and projection of these ethnic
identities (cultural masks).
Specifically, Huffman's analysis resulted in the identification
of four different ethnic masks: assimilated, marginal, estranged, and
transcultural. He discusses important elements in the creation of each
of the masks as well as the processes involved in their formation.
This analysis culminates in an examination of the relationship
between the four ethnic identities and "success" in college. By

identifying and discussing each mask, the processes involved in their
formation, and their relationship to college attrition, Huffinan has
provided a general blue print for those interested in understanding,
and perhaps stemming, the extraordinary attrition rates of collegebound Native Americans. His models of identity formation provide
teachers, counselors, administrators, retention personnel, and others
with new insights.
Although Huffman offers the reader a micro, social-

psychological examination of the problem ofNative American
attrition rates, he does not ignore the macro-sociological, structural
level. Huffman acknowledges the important contributions that
macro-level, structured research has made to the subject (Ogbu and
others) and he includes a rather complete summaiy of the major
structural explanations in his literature review. Huffman also notes
that "although ethnic identity emerges with the socialization process
and is refined (and redefined) by the personal choices of the
individual" (p. 39), the individual, nevertheless, does not enjoy
complete freedom to control identity. Huffman wants the reader to
understand that he is aware that one's cultural identity is "subject to
limitations from a number of prevailing constraints" (p. 39), but
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while he lists some of the major "constraints" he tends to ignore the
issue of economic class and class resources (whether material or

cultural). He does allude to the possible importance of classwhen he
discusses the assimilated student. He points out that the assimilated
student (along with the transcultural) enjoyed the lowest attrition
rates and that most of the assimilated students came from middle

class and upper-middle class backgrounds. This is the only mention
of class as a possibleimportant "constraint" or variable, and this is an
issue that probably deserves greater attention.
The author is correct that the most important contribution of
this work is probably in the identification and development of the

transculturation process in general and, specifically, the
transculturation threshold. Huffman convincingly argues that in

taking on the transculturationidentity (mask) the individual can
"achieve thorough autonomy," and that it is not necessary to
assimilate to achieve success in higher education. On the contrary, it
is the transcultural student who, along with the assimilated student,
that had the lowest college attrition rates and that transculturation
offers a real alternative to assimilation. Huffman argues that
transculturation transforms an estranged student, the one most likely

to drop out of college, into a self-confident student who is likely to
achievehis/her academic aspirations. Huffman further argues that the
concept of transculturation is different from biculturalism or
acculturation and that one of the differences lies in the fact that

transculturation (as opposed to biculturation) is a process, not a

product. Having madethat argument, Huffman delineates the
transculturation process and likens it to the international traveler's
experience when differences noted broaden one's cultural repertoire
while maintaining one's heritage.

Huffman is correct in pointing out that there is a significant
amount of work to be done in refining several of the four hypotheses
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that he presents. Notably Huffman places a great deal of importance
on the "transculturation threshold," the point at which alienation is
transformed into self-discovery and strength. He asserts that this
turning point occurs because the estranged and alienated students
endured and remained on campus long enough for a transformation
to occur. How long? What important variables (forces) were at work

during this time?When and how is a strong self-identity formed?
What are some of the important social-psychological factors that
enabled the transcultural student to explore the unfamiliar? These
questions need to be explored.
This book is a valuable resource on a number of different

levels. It offers the scholar, as well as the interested layperson, real
insights into the "attrition rate problem" ofNative Americans and

provides explanations, mostly on a social-psychological level, for
these problems. Perhaps best of all, Huffman actually offers some
possible solutions to the high attrition rate. All of this is givento the
reader in a non-jargonistic style. Finally, this reviewer needs to add

that Huffman also provides at the end of just about every chapter
questions that need further study or problems that emerged in his
research that he could not address. Huffman by doing so has
prepared rich ground which should prove inviting to scholars for
future research.

Men as Women, Women as Men: Changing Gender in Native
American Cultures by Sabine Lang. Austin; University of
Texas Press, 1998. 398 pp. $50.00 cloth, $19.95 paper.
Ellen Baird

South Dakota State University

Sabine Lang, an independent German scholar, explores the
concept of gender roles in Native American culture from an
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anthropological standpoint. The principal theme of this book is that
gender identity is not pan-tribal, but rather that each tribe takes an

unique stance in regards to it. The author also argues that in different
tribes genderandbehavior expectations are separate from issues of
homosexuality.

Lang points out that generally the level of acceptance of
persons who change genders varies from tribe to tribe and the

position that they play intheir communities is approached inunique
ways. In some tribes there is complete acceptance and reverence for
gender choices, especially for men who prefer the roles of women. In

other tribes the ability to look at the world from the different gender
roles is seen as a gift. But, in yet othertribes an attempt is made to
hide the existence of people who try to changegender roles, even to
the point of removal from the tribe.

Women who change gender roles are depicted as courageous
for stepping out oftheir roles of caring for family and undertaking
childbirth and adopting a more masculine position, whilemen who
adopt female roles are viewed as being more spiritual. Those who
make changes in gender roles generally speaking do not seem to do
so to make a gender statement. In turn, their tribes mostly seemto
reward them with honor and respect. The author argues that political
statements made concerning gender are secondary to the rewards
that are gained by expanding, rather than repressing, culturally
expected gender roles.
Lang observes that the majority of women who did hunt and

go to war and gained recognition for bravery and good hunting
skills, still retained most of their tribal gender role expectations
including marriage and motherhood. She further asserts that these
exceptional women were also highly skilled in both areas of

endeavorand were capable of successfully incorporating both roles
into their everyday lives. The picture is less clear for berdaches and
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winktes, men who identified themselves as female. There is little

treatment concerning men who were adept in making war and
hunting as well as carrying out household duties and child care. This
work that suggests that these men were usually accepted in the
female roles that they preferred or had been forced to accept. For
contemporary Native American men and women, Lang argues that
there are fewer lines of division in gender roles and she also notes
that more research still needs to be completed on this matter.
The research for this book, which is rooted in case studies, is
extensive and well documented, but this volume reads more like a

review of the literature than a new body of work. The book also
seems to draw heavily from a work published earlier in the year with
a co-author. The jacket reviewer of this book is the co-author of the
previously published work. The reading is choppy, probably due to
translation. And, this book would be easier to read and follow if the

discussion of references were grouped together or arranged as
footnotes. An abundance of European sources are used to support
this book, but Native American sources seem to be referred to only
in passing and many well knowncultural anthropological sources are
ignored.

Lang exaniines 148 tribal gender culture systems in 353
pages of text and discussion. Gender roles are complex and if treated
more completelythis, book might well be volumes in length. This
book mightbe used as a resourcefor teaching courses in Native
American studies, cultural anthropology, and racial and ethnic
groups, but care needs to be taken if it is assigned as a text because
of its superficiality in covering some issues. As a cursory look at sex
and gender for NativeAmerican cultures, this book is good, but
generates more questions for the reader than it answers. Ultimately
this book is best suited for use in upper division seminars where
discussion might take placeor as a faculty resource for lectures and
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research.

Challengesfor Work and Family in the Twenty-First Centuryby
Dana Vannoy and Paula J. Dubeck, eds. Hawthorne, NY:
Aldine de Gruyter, 1998. 234 pp. $43.95, cloth, $21.95
paper.

Susan L. Schrader

Augustana College
Sioux Falls, South Dakota

Articulating the complexities of the relationship between
work and family is no easy task. However, in this volume, the editors
Dana Vannoy and Paula J. Dubeck, both sociologists, are successful

in presenting fifteen articles that examine and clarify this relationship
between the family and economic institutions of American society.
Drawing on original works recently presented at the conference,
"Agendafor the 21 st Century Labor Force: Implications of
Changing Family Structure, Diversity, and Jobs," the editors
subdivide their text intO'three sections that deal with present

realities, work and family adaptations in a changing context, and new
considerations for the twenty-first century. Vannoy and Dubeck
frame the body of this book by looking back and looking forward. In
this sense, the challenges of work and family in the twenty-first
century are couched in an appropriate historical context. Visioning
for the next century also implies an awareness of the structural
dynamics of the postindustrial workplace andthe complexities of
balancing work and family for Americans today.
This is a fine piece of work. Many of the individual chapters
are well written exposes by eminent sociologists such as Gerson,
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Baca Zinn, and Wallace. For example, Gerson's chapter is a succinct
discussion of the reasons for and realities of the lagging
transformations in the American workplace in light of the revolutions
that have occurred in family and gender. Baca Zinn examines the
family values debate from the vantage point of race and racial
diversity in American society, and Wallace paints a stark picture of
the repercussions of corporate downsizing on family and workplace
dynamics. Other chapters are quality pieces of original research with
varied methodologies. Illustrations includethe qualitative analysis of
Daly and Dienhart on spending time with children, and the secondary
analyses of Presser on the 24-hour economy as well as Cubbins on
access to employer-based health insurance.
Not only was I taken with the quality and variety of works

contained in this volume, I also marveled at all of the ways in which
this book could be used in undergraduate teaching. As a teacher of
introductory sociology, family, gerontology, and research
methodology courses, I felt that this text would be a useful

supplement in many of my courses. Without question, it would be a
fine addition to the reading list for the sociology of the family. The
intellectual rigor used in articulating the intersection between the
social institutions offamily and economy also argues for the
inclusion of this text in an introductory sociology course. Certain
chapters would lend themselves as illustrations in a research course

since the sharpness in methodology and creative nature of the
questions capture the essence of quality research. As a volume in the

Aldine de Gruyter series on Social Institutions and Social Change,
this particular text should be rated very high. I enjoyed reading it and
found its content to be energizing and informative.

Gender, Family and SocialMovements by Suzanne Staggenborg.
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Thousand Oaks, CA: Pine Forge Press, 1998. 157 pp. $19.95
paper.

Diane Kayongo-Male

South Dakota State University

This book is part ofthe "Sociology of a New Century" series
published by Pine Forge Press that are intended to introduce readers

to the "best ofcurrent scholarship" by leaders ofa new generation of
social scientists." Eveiy book in this series is expected to handle a
topic from a comparative perspective, which can mean a
combination of cross-cultural, historical and/or cross-national

comparisons. As with all the books in this series, this book, authored
by sociologist Suzanne Staggenborg, provides a succinct overview
rather than anin-depth exploration ofthetopic. This book's

comparative sociology is primarily historical, with very little
coverage of cross-cultural or cross-national comparisons. Most of
the discussion focuses on movements and family and gender issues in
the United States.

One of the contributions of this book is the consideration of

the interrelationship ofwhat are most often treated as disparate
topics, that is, family and social movements. In a very general sense
family, gender, and the selected social movements are all

interrelated. There are a number ofhistorical studies linking
women's roles in the family and their social activism, but there has
been little effort in mainstream sociology to connect the two areas.

In fact, sociology courses on the family provide virtually no
treatment of social movement issues, and collective behavior and

social movement courses most often cover topics addressed by this
author as issues ofwomen's rights distinct from the family.
The attempt to draw out such an assumed interrelationship of
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all three is most effective in the consideration of the role of the anti-

Communist hysteria of the McCarthy era in creating a backlash
against gays and lesbians. What is disturbing is the parallel between
the American and the Nazi German ideological justification for such
pitting of traditional families against homosexuals, and then
assuming that only stable, traditional families could protect the
nation against outside threats. The gay and lesbian rights movements
as related to gender issues is a very obvious connection so much so
that the discussion serves more as a reminder than as suggestive of
any new causal relationships.
The attempt to interrelate family, gender, and social
movements is least effective in the chapter on gay and lesbian rights
movements. While in the broadest sense these categories of social
movements are connected to family, the case for direct causal
relationships is not convincingly presented. Specifically, the

argument made that the Great Depression was one of the major
causes of the backlash against homosexuality is not convincing. This
reader finds difiicult to see as connected such events as the passage
of two types oflaws in the 1930s: the laws restricting work by
married women and laws cracking down on homosexuality. In other
words, hostility towards lesbian women's rejection of a dependent
status in a traditional family and their threat to the male breadwinner

role does not explain, as the author implies, the hostilitytowards
male homosexuals during this time period.
The other important contribution of this work is the succinct
elaboration of the history and importance of many significant
American social movements over the last two centuries. The

discussion of these movements provides a manageable and very
interesting update of these movements for members of the post-baby
boom generation. Among the movements covered are: temperance,
abolition, civil rights, and peace movements. Staggenborg also deals
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with controversies related to gender and family issues: abortion and
anti-abortion forces and conflict over the equal rights amendment.
More than anything the overview of these movements is

primarily an historical summary not an attempt to analyze the
movements in terms ofsociological theories on social movements,
including "New Social Movements Theory." Granted, the author
cannot be faulted for not including details on these theories since
such a theoretical exploration would have made the book much

longer than the standard length ofbooks in this series. Development
ofa section on social movements theory would also have perhaps
diluted the main focus ofthe work which is the attempt to provide
historical documentation on the interrelationships ofgender, family,
and social movements. Unfortunately, thetotal neglect of social
movement theory means that the author's assessment of the

supposed causal interrelationships, ofgender, family, and social
movements is weak.

Anyone interested in examining the topic offamily, gender,
and social movements elsewhere intheworld might want to look at
any one of the following: Patricia Jeffery and Amrita Basu's edited
vo\nmQ Appropriating Gender: Women's Activism and Politicized
Religion in SouthAsia (1998) which covers movements such as the

Mothers' Front ofSri Lanka and the Hindustra ofIndia, Louise
Tilly's (1981) article in Signs on women and bread riots in France,

Annelise Orleck's article (1993) in Feminist Studies on militancy by
housewives during the Depression, or Myra Ferree's article (1993)
inFeminist Studies on "mommy politics" inthe former East
Germany.

Overall, this small paperback would work very well as a

complementary reading in a number ofundergraduate and graduate
courses. It is an ideal size as an extra book for undergraduate and

graduate classes in especially sociology ofthe family, social
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problems, gender roles, social movements, or introduction to
sociology.

Policing Protest: The Control ofMass Demonstrations in Western
Democracies by Donatella Delia Porta and Herbert Reiter,
eds. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota PresSj 1998.
302pp. $57.95 cloth, $22.95 paper.
Henry B. Sirgo
McNeese State University

Policing Protest is an analytically innovative work that will
make a strong contribution to upper-level undergraduate and
graduate courses focusing on the topics of mass political behavior,
social psychology, and criminal justice. This is a hearteningtome in
the sense that it points to the increasingly democratic nature of
police control of political demonstrations in Western democracies.
Its contributors are, however, less sanguine about the prospects for
control of sports demonstrations, a position borne out by the recent
raucous behavior of fans and the police response to it in Denver on
January 31, 1999, immediately following the Broncos second
consecutive victory in the Super Bowl.
The editors Donatella Delia Porta, a political scientist, and
Herbert Reiter, an historian, well reflect the interdisciplinary and
comparative approaches of the sixteen contributors to this work.
The volume starts off with a strong introductory overview that
effectively integrates its overall findings. The policing of protests in
Britain, the United States, France, Switzerland, Italy, Spain and the
Federal Republic of Germany are examined with an emphasis on
major cities including Florence, Zurich, Bern and Washington, D.C.
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While the authors point out that democracy is an ideal that is never

attainable nor fully realized, they do make the case that the foregoing
countries are democracies with notions offundamental rights that
include public protest.

This work observes that political actors, including
demonstrators, the police, and national commission appointees, have
learned from their experiences involving popular confrontations and
have made the world safer for both public political expression and

the maintenance ofpublic order. In the United States, for example,
in one article Clark McPhail et al. point outs that "the initial changes
from the escalated force style ofpolicing toward the negotiated
management style were introduced during the wave ofU.S. protests
and riots in the 1960s and 1970s" (p. 54). Planning and good faith
negotiations have been used so as to minimize the potential for

conflict even in instances that have involved civil disobedience and in
which arrests werethought to be unavoidable. The American Civil
Liberties Union has also played in the United States a role in

establishing public protest as anonviolent part ofAmerican political
life. This organization has successfully pursued litigation that has
gone to the Supreme Court involving the establishment of"public
forum law" under the First Amendment

The presence of the First Amendment in the U.S.

Constitution and the lack ofcomparable counterparts in other
Western democracies highlights the appropriateness ofthe stress that
this work places on exploring the political and legal environments to
explain differences in public order management systems in different
nations. U.S. court decisions have stressed the sanctity ofprotest,
including even the advocacy ofviolence so long as it is not
immediately threatening, whereas in other nations protest ofsome or
all issues may be flatly illegal.
This volume also surprisingly points outs that the tolerance
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for protest among public officials seems to be weakest in
Switzerland. Contributors Dominque Wisler and Hanspeter Kriesi
comment that officials there see little reason to tolerate any

disturbance of the public order when there are direct channels of
initiative and referendum that are available to citizens. Additional .

authors note that sports protests also seem to be somewhat of an
exception in terms of gaining protection for protest. Although
physical injuries to protesters engaging in political protests have
declined in all democracies studied, the situation is bleaker in the
realm of sports protests. Police generally view political protestors as

idealists, but sports protestors (e.g., person participating in soccer
related disorders in Italy or football riots in the United States) are
seen as hooligans and such protests are considered unpredictable and
dangerous. Delia Porta and Reiter conclude cautioning that problems
will continue to confront citizens as they seek to protest, but they do
in their work convincingly show that progress has been made in
securing protest as an option in Western democracies in recent
decades.

Entertaining Crime: Television Reality Programs by Mark Fishman
and Gray Cavender, eds. New York; Aldine de Gruyter,
1998. 218 pp. $43.95 cloth, $21.95 paper.
B. Keith. Crew

University ofNorthern Iowa

Critics of television have, almost from its origins, pointed out
that the medium inevitably presents distorted representations of
reality. More recently, attention has shifted to how television shapes
and creates reality. Crime is a particularly salient issue for this type
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of critique, since crime fiction is such a popular genre of television,
and reporting about crime has become an ubiquitous feature of
television news. Since there are available data about the empirical
reality of crime, one approach is to compare reality with television.
The work of George Gerbner et al. (1980) epitomizes this approach
finding that heavy television viewers overestimate the amount of •

crime and their own chances of victimization. Rather than comparing
television to reality, postmodern critiques emphasize the blurring of
the distinctionbetween image and reality. Television is pointed to as
the exemplar of "hyperreality," the "collapse of any distinction
between true and false, real and imaginary" (Callinicos 1989:86).
Both types of analysis are featured in the eleven essays contained in
this volume edited by Mark Fishman, author of numerous works on

the media, and Gray Cavender, a criminologist whose publications
include studies of corporate crime and media portrayals of crime.,
Regardless of the style of analysis used, each essay in this collection
is aimed at a particular recent genre of television, the "realitybased"
crime show that features actual footage and reenactments of

criminals and police in action. Taken as a whole, they illustrate the
utility of the notion of hyperreality, although by no means do all of
the authors adopt a postmodernist perspective. Most importantly,
they highlight disturbing implications for the future of public
discourse about crime and justice. Specifically, these shows
reproduce a conservative, "law and order" ideology of crime control,
by presenting a distorted picture of crime and creating a phony sense
of participation.
The reality based shows analyzed in these studies take one of

two basicforms. In one, of whichthe most popular example is the
show "Cops," the camerafollows law enforcement personnel on the
job. The other, exemplified by "America's Most Wanted," features

reenactments of unsolved crimes and invites the viewer to participate
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by calling in with any information that might lead to the
apprehension of the suspects. The appeal of either type of show rests
largely on the claim that they portray "reality." These claims can be
compared to empirical data about the social landscape and geometry
of crime, provided of course that one accepts the statistical data as a
better"picture" of reality. Several of the articles in this volume take
this approach, and the results parallel those reported by Gerbner and
associates. For example, Kooistra, Mahoney, and Westerwelt
compare the demographics of "Cops" to Universal Crime Report
data. They concludethat "Cops" over-represents the proportions of
white police, white victims, and non-white suspects. Similar findings

are reported inthe article byCarmody, who looked specifically at
assault vignettes on "Cops" and "Real Stories of the Highway
Patrol."

Does this statisticalmisrepresentation matter? The article by
Oliver and Armstrong strongly suggests that it does. They use
telephone survey data to show that higher levels of viewing realitybased crime shows are associated with higher levels of punitiveness

and increased prejudice against African Americans. Possibly, as
acknowledge by several of the contributors to this anthology,
causality runs in the oppositedirection. For example, prejudiced
persons may be more attracted to these shows. At a minimum,
however, one can conclude that these shows do little or nothing to
counter the prejudiced world view, and probably reinforce it.
The effect of television on the attitudes and perceptions of
viewers is an important topic. Simple, linear "audience effect"
models are too limited for this subject, a point driven home by the

article by Dobash et al. Dobash, a British expert on the sociology of
domestic violence, and her colleagues studied women's responses to
"Crimewatch UK," the British predecessor to "America's Most
Wanted." Using a combination of quantitative and qualitative
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methods, they remind us that audiences do not simply passively
receive media messages, but actively construct their own meanings
in the context of their ownlived experiences. Different audiences

will construct, and presumably be affected differently by, unique
interpretations of these media portrayals. In particular, the Dobash
et al. piece shows that interpretations vary by ethnicity and by
individual experience with violence.
This latter point raises the issue of who watches, and with

what motivations and expectations. Fishman presents an analysis of
the Nielsen ratings of the reality crime shows. Although several
other contributors comment on the popularity of these shows,

Fishman suggests they are viewed by a relatively modest proportion
of television viewers. With the exception of "Cops," the audience
tends to be older and female. These dataare intriguing, and raise
more questions than they answer. Clearly further research is needed

onthe motivations ofviewers, and the phenomenology ofviewing
these programs.

Such research will benefit greatly from the selections in this
volume. Cavender's content analysis of "America's Most Wanted"
and "Unsolved Mysteries" demonstrates convincingly how these
shows reify crime and reproduce a crime control ideology. Donovan
uses a Foucaultian perspective, describing "reality TV" as the

"return of spectacle." This point could have been strengthened by
referring to other "reality" based types of programs, such as the
Jerry Springer Show. Several of the essays point out a contradiction

in the shows that call for viewers to call in with information to help
solve crimes. The appeal of the shows is to interactivity, viewers can
"do their part" in helping to stop crime. But by definition, the vast

majority ofviewers are still mere spectators. Viewers experience the
illusion that they are doing something merely by watching television.
The illusion is maintained by the "realness" of the shows.
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Ironically, as Donovan points out in her essay, this edited reality is
very simplistic, with good guys, bad guys, and problem resolutions
presented in neat, short packages that resemble commercials more
than news. The irony is that this occurs precisely when fictional
crime shows have become more complex and subtly nuanced.
Doyle's essay, perhaps the best of the collection, smashes the illusion
of realism claimed for the show "Cops." Reminding the reader that
the presence of the camera must affect the way the participants act,
and adding up the sheer number of incidents filmed for this show,
Doyle points out how these shows affect reality in an unexpected
way. Moreover, he reminds the reader that thousands of feet of
footage are left on the cutting room floor, or never filmed in the first

place, by television crews who are sympathetic to the police officers'
perspective. The reality presented on "Cops" and other shows has
been carefully selected and edited, from a point of view left implicit
in the broadcast. Not just these shows "distort" reality. But these
shows to distort it consistently in a way that reproduces a paranoid,
racist view of reality that converges with neo-conservative demands
for tougher "law and order" policies. This volume would be very
appropriate as supplemental reading for advanced undergraduate or
graduate courses on mass media or criminal justice. It should be
required reading for any faculty member who uses video footage
from "reality" shows in class. Perhaps it will be most useful to those
of us who deal with large numbers of undergraduate criminology or
criminal justice majors whose attitudes about law enforcement as a
career have been partially shaped by such shows.
References
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The American Way ofDeath Revisited, by Jessica Mitford. New
York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1998. 296 pp. $25.00 cloth.
Elizabeth A. Gill

Randolph-Macon College
Over thirty-five years ago, Jessica Mitford rocked the fiineral

industry with her number one bestseller The American Way ofDeath
that catalyzed new legislation targeted at reforming the funeral
industry. The American Way ofDeath Revisited is an updated
revision of the 1963 muckraking expose of the multi-billion dollar
funeral industries' assault on people's sentiments and wallets.

Mitford herself "passed over" in 1996just prior to the finalization of
the revised version of the book which was completed by her
husband, labor lawyer Robert Treuhaft, her research assistant, Karen
Leonard, and funeral reform activist, Lisa Carlson.

The revised edition of the book includes updated statistics
and a directory of not-for profit funeral societies along with new .
chapters on funeral prepayment ("Pay Now ~ Die Poorer") and
multinational funeral corporations ("A Global Village of the Dead").
Woven throughout is a critical assessment of the failure of the

Federal Trade Commission to enforce the very laws catalyzed by the
original edition of this book.

Mitford, having taught sociology, uses a decidedly
sociological approach to expose the underlying profit motive of
those who have proclaimed themselves arbiters of the American final

rite of passage. Her books have been acknowledged in popular
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culture as masterfiil pieces of satirical writing and muckraking
journalism, as well as first-rate works of investigative journalism. I
posit that The American Way ofDeath and The American Way of
Death Revisited are extraordinary examples of sociological practice
bom of ethnographic techniques used to expose a unique subculture
of "caring consumerism" - a subculture that possess its own
language, customs, values, and myths.
Mitford begins the new edition with the query: "To what
extent, if any has their [funeral directors] outlook changed over the
decades" (p. 3)? Chapter 1 ("Not Selling"), new to this edition,
documents one of Mitford's last forays into a cross-section of the
funeral industry at an industry seminar in which she was asked to
speak. Her conclusion, supported by the remainder of the book, is
that not much has changed in the way that undertakers see their
world since the publication of TheAmerican Way ofDeath. The
moral of Mitford's book is that the excesses of high-pressure
salesmanship still ring true within the industry. According to
Mitford, the funeral industry has been able to reinvent itselfto
accommodate Americans' attempts to reduce the cost and
complexity of the final right of passage. For example, cremation,
once a low cost option, has become increasingly expensive as
mortuaries either charge more for the service or try to pressure the
bereaved to buy a "traditional" funeral with all the trappings
(Chapter 10, "Cremation").
In Weberian terms, the funeral industry has been successful in
instrumentally rationalizing a very substantive human emotion -

grief. The means/ends orientation of the industry (with the ends
being profit) has been accomplished through a carefully constructed
culture based on myths about "traditional" American burial practices
and the very real death denying /death defying sentiment in our
society. Several of the updated, original chapters ("The American
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Way ofDeath," "The Funeral Transaction," and "The Artifacts,")
are devoted to exposing the carefully constructed, dramaturgical
manipulation of supply and demand by the funeral industry. Mitford
meticulously and scathingly documents the industries' attempt to
create a deathless world in which the dearly departed is "sprayed,
sliced, pierced, pickled, trussed, trimmed, creamed, waxed, painted,
rouged, and neatly dressed - transformed from common corpse into
a Beautiful Memory Picture" (p. 43). All carried out ina mythical
culture where no one dies, where undertakers are "funeral

directors," coffins are "caskets," hearses are "coaches," flowers are
"floral tributes," corpses are "loved ones," cremated ashes are

"cremains," and graves are "interment spaces" (pp. 38, 194).
The most salient contribution of the new material profiles the
movement of large corporate conglomerates into the funeral
industiy, currently accounting for 20 percent ofthe nation's funerals.
In Chapter 16 entitled "A Global Village of the Dead" Mitford

profiles the Service Corporation International (SCI), a large,
multinational corporation that has been amassing funeral homes in
the United States, Britain, and Australia. In the tradition ofRitzer

(1993), Mitford compares the stream-lined operations of SCI to that

ofthe fast food chain McDonald's with SCI carefully buying up a
selection of funeral homes, cemeteries, flower shops, and crematoria
in a given metropolitan area and consolidating or "clustering"
operations at a central location. SCI has been able to successfully

"McDonalidize" its operations by cutting overhead costs and hiking
up consumer prices to enhance profits.

Mitford's ultimate goal has been to expose people and
organizations who otherwise might exploit the grieving consumer.
Toward this end, the subject ofthe final chapter is the growing
funeral/memorial movement based onthe premise that people should
bury their own dead or at least have more control over funeral
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arrangements. Mitford provides a state-by-state listing of memorial
societies, plus several website addresses for information on prices,
laws, and compliance with FTC regulations. Despite the successes of
her efforts, she acknowledges the Federal Trade Commission's
ineffectual efforts to regulate the funeral industry (costs are up
tenfold since the first edition).
Ultimately Mitford's expose will stand as a sociological
critique of the commodification of death and caring, but, more
importantly, it is a testament to the ability of large-scale
organizations to manipulate supply and demand. The "eternal"
message of Mitford's book comes with the realization that we are
not really examining burial customs at all, but viewing the culture
and customs of the society of the living. A death-denying society
that has abdicated much of its responsibility for living and dying to
large, profit driven, multinational corporations..
The American Way ofDeath Revisited lends itself to a myriad
of interpretations and uses in the classroom while standing as a
testimony to the possibilities and problems of applying sociology to
bring about change. The inclusion of illustrative case study materials
makes this book accessible to and highly recommended for both
undergraduate and graduate audiences.
References
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International Handbook ofFuneral Customs by Kodo Matsunami,
Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1998. 204 pp. $75.00
cloth.
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My first response upon receiving the InternationalHandbook
of Funeral Customs in the mail for review was to refer to the funeral

customs of countries I had lived inor traveled. After referring to four
or five countries, my nextimpulse was to locate rare and bizarre funeral

customs. In doing so, I read of Haitian voodoo funeral customs, Balian
oxen shaped coffins, and Uzbekistanian blue dressed widows in white
veils.

In short, Kodo Matsunami, a professor of international cultural

studies and library director at a Japanese university, provides brief
descriptions, some perfunctory religious discussion, and a survey of
established funeral traditions and current practices of some 199
countries. In addition to professorial and library duties, Matsunami is a
tragedy consultant for international air disasters. In this latter role, he

noted a lack ofresources for an increasing phenomenon - people dying
in countries other than their own. As such, his handbook is styled and
wntten for an unusual audience - second-person deaths - people who
must manage the affairs of acquaintance death and other post-mortem
arrangements to return the dead to their home.

With a conventional structure, the handbook contains a

prologue, an introduction,

an epilogue, a sparse and selected

bibliography, and an alphabetical index ofthe countries. The main body
of the book is organized geographically - Asia, Oceania, Africa, the
Middle East, Europe, Commonwealth ofIndependent States, North and
Central America, and South America. The introduction indicates that

thebook has an anthropological focus. Major works on death, culture,
and funeral custom are referenced. Foremost, this part of his work
focuses on a brief but fairly choppy encyclopedic review of death
traditions among the major religions of the world: Buddhism,
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Christianity, Confucianism, Hinduism, Islam, and Judaism. This section
relies more on references and quotes of other work rather than adding
any new knowledge or discussion about the primary religions of the
world.

The body of the book covers the cultural and social traditions
surrounding death by the sovereign borders of different countries
around the world. Within each geographic region, the countries are
listed alphabetically. The descriptions range from four lines (i.e., San
Marino, Aruba, Netherlands Antilles, Falkland Islands, and French
Guiana) to seven pages for China, nine for the United States, and
thirteen for Great Britain.

Countries with lengthier descriptions (e.g., the United States,
Japan, and India) are sub-sectioned for efficient referencing. The sub

sections are by religious denomination or region^s^^d their respective
death practices. Examples include a description rif.'fhe Sikhs in India,
the Tibetan Autonomous Region of China, and Hawaiians in the United
States. For example, in the northernmost region of Alaska: "the case
of the Kopar Inuit, a female corpse is kept for three days in the family
home, whereas a male corpse is kept for four days" (p. 176).
Many of the descriptions are rich and intriguing. Most
fascinating are the unfamiliar customs not previously encountered
including the practices from the newly independent states of the former
Soviet Union. Some examples include: women buried in their wedding
dress (Denmark), hiring "crjnng women" (Malta), "sky burial"
(BhutanX the burning of paper money during funerals (Taiwan),
occupation-shaped coffins such as fish for a fisherman (Ghana),
neighbor's hosting funerals (Turkmenistan), electric ground thawing
machines (Norway), $150,000 caskets (Hong Kong), and placing coins
with the dead to help pay for customs passages into the other world
(Moldova). Unfortunately there is very little sociological,
anthropological, or historical explanation of these customs.
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An additional offering isthat Matsunami provides the
locations ofAmerican militaiy cemeteries, battle monuments, and

famous cemeteries around the world. Also included are burii
locations of renowned people such as Jean Paul Sartre in the Le Pere
Lachaise Cemetery (Paris, France), significant memorials such as the

Hiroshima Peace Park (Japan), and places ofgenocide and mass
graves (e.g., Auschwitz and Treblinka in Poland). In a second edition

ofthe book, this feature could be expanded to include highly visited
individual graves (e.g., Elvis Presley in Graceland, Tennessee, Jim
Morrison in Le Pere Lachaise, and Karl Marx in the East Highgate
Cemetery, United Kingdom), and famous battle grounds and
massacres (e.g.. Wounded Knee, South Dakota), as well as provide a
list ofsome internet websites that provide funereal services (see
http; //www.findagrave.com/index.html).
Amodicum ofsynthesis is provided in the epilogue. The
argument is that most customs and practices are converging on those
of industrialized nations. Clearly, there are works whose central

focus isthe analysis ofdeath and dying across cultures, and
Matsunami provides some references to these studies. A few of the
more interesting citations in the text are not found in the

bibliography. Moreover, the country index is convenient, but the
book lacks a subject index to locate and cross-reference the customs.

Finally, a table or two ofsome form would be helpful, especially alist
ofthe least and most tourist-friendly countries to die in. I think this
latterpoint is especially salient given the authors' motivation to assist
with second-person deaths in foreign countries.

In toto, this book is timely and practical. People experiencing
second-person death, a population on the rise given the aging
population (at least in the West) and their ability to travel abroad,
need this book. Major social institutions around the world should

stock this book including university reference libraries, military and
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embassy libraries, international transportation industries, and funeral
service providers among others. Graduate and undergraduate
students of mortuary science, medical, and death and dying courses
will find this book a useful resource in the early stages of their
studies.

Culture: Beacon of the Future by D. Paul Schafer. Westport, CT:
Praeger, 1998. 271 pp. $65.00 cloth, $23.95 paper.
Evandro Camara

Emporia State University
This volume by D. Paul Schafer expands the decade-long
academic attention given to the problem of culture, and sheds much
additional light on this subject. It is a valuable contribution in this
regard, and specifically in offering an exhaustive and penetrating
analysis of the idea of culture itself, stressing its heuristic and
normative potentialities towards the construction of a new world
order. The author is director of the World Culture Project in
Markham, Canada, and has written and taught extensively on cultural
issues.

The guiding idea animating this work is that culture must play
an increasingly important role in the solution of world problems, now
on the verge of becoming "a crisis of major proportions" (p. 227),
and in the organization and regulation of human affairs in the future.
The author deplores that in national and international debates culture
has been generally relegated to a secondary position, as simply
another aspect of collective life. Being the quintessential context of
human expression, culture should, instead, "be the centerpiece of
global activity and human affairs," specifically providing a new
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paradigm, or vision of reality, which, like an Archimedean principle,
would establish a correspondence between human needs and

interests, .and concrete social arrangements and practices. In this way,

culture would guide humanity towards where it should be heading in
the future.

Schafer offers a macroscopic conception of culture so as to
address "the interdependent nature ofreality" (p. 40). This

conception is one ofculture as cosmology - aholistic, unifying,
correcting, and self-correcting, principle, pulling together all the
formative elements ofgroup life: technology, social and institutional
practices, and the creations of collective consciousness. This last
component - "worldviews, values, and value systems" - is what
defines culture as a concept, andunderlies and determines its
practical structure (pp. 23, 30, 77).
Under ideal conditions, Schafer argues, the kinds of cultural

values and attitudes that must orient human action are those which

are uniquely and inherently human, namely "cooperation,

collaboration, sharing, caring, and altruism . . ." (pp. 188, 198).
These form a moral core that stands for humankind's highest
aspirations. In this connection, culture is expressly "concerned with
human needs" (p. 229), hence, it is singularly suitable for meeting
those needs without subordinating them to the interests ofpower and
capital. Because ofits holistic nature, culture can synthetically
integrate the forces ofthe world and promote collective well-being at
the global level. As a normative as well as heuristic standard, itwill
enable the global community to become self-critical towards its

national and international practices, and to understand why these
practices are currently "playing havoc with the world situation" (p.
37). This transformation ofconsciousness will be duplicated in the
sphere ofsocial relations, both intranationally and internationally, and
in the human relationship to the natural environment. The end result
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is the rebuilding of the present world system. Such an integrated
approach would neutralize the reductionism of the traditional
approach to world problems, which focuses on partialities
(economic, political, environmental) of the world situation.
The author is well aware of cross cultural differentiation and

of the difficulties involved in setting up a universally-valid cultural
standard to guide nations in their effort to build a more stable,
rationally-organized, mutually beneficial world order. This is why he
construes culture metaphysically, on the basis of invariant human
qualities that, as such, remain impervious to temporal and spatial
variations. In this respect, Schafer's proposal is less sociological (or
conventionally anthropological), and more philosophical, that is, less
oriented to civilization, or the specific social and institutional ways of
each society, and more to kultur. or to a philosophical anthropology,
concerned only with the essential human attributes.
I am in basic agreement with Schafer's position regarding the
critical importance of culture in human affairs, the need to look at it
holistically, the fact that it is the context that most truly represents

and expresses what we are and how we live. As concerns social
study, I would maintain, for instance, that the intricacies of
comparative race and ethnicity cannot be possibly grasped adequately
without considering how this aspect is conditioned by the society's
dominant cultural system. But the discussion of cultural integration
becomes more complicated at the global level, and in this respect I
wish to offer a caveat.

The text appears to be aligned with rationalist premises of
universalism. It posits a communitarian vision of global integration at
the level of cultural values, of a homogeneous universal value
orientation ("culture's highest, wisest, and most enduring values," p.
65). Insofar as culture is conceived here in the (Kantian or Hegelian)
sense of Reason, with a capital "r," its universalization amounts to
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the universalization ofReason. This remains a problem because
reason-as-culture necessarily bears the imprint of each societal and

historical context, and therefore cannot be universalized in this way.
Human tendencies and traits can only beactualized in interaction

with society-specific constellations offactors, that is to say, they
cannot be separated fi"om cultural conditioning, which in turn causes

them to mean different things to different human aggregations. A
case in point is the persistent controversy over the issue of human
rights onthe international stage. Thus, we still have to contend here

with the problem ofcultural diversity, which counteracts processes of
universalization, and also hinders the international "fusion of
horizons that would have to precede the construction of a better
world in the future.

In addition to this problem, there is still the crucial aspect of
power to consider in the determination of what constitutes these

essential human characteristics. Since the sociocultural context

would remain the context ofdefinition ofthis proposed cultural
standard, would not the definition ofthe more powerful nations
prevail over that of less powerful ones?

This said, this work still has merits that transcend the purely
technical aspect. It can stimulate and enrich discussion in sociology,
anthropology, and social philosophy courses that examine the nature

and role ofculture in the modern world, and its utility for global
welfare and salvation in the future.

Community Organizing and Community BuildingforHealth by
Meredith Minkler, ed. New Brunswick, NJ; Rutgers
University Press, 1998. 407 pp. $60.00 cloth, $24.95 paper.
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Janet Kelly Moen
University ofNorth Dakota

Meredith Minkler of the School of Public Health at Berkeley
demonstrates a firm grasp of current issues, techniques, and
strategies in the field of community health in this ambitious volume.
Centering the book around empowerment and community
participation, she has assembled a collection which, for the most part,
stays consistent with the hallmarks of the new health promotion
movement. Considering the fact that there were forty-three

contributors to this volume, the articles hang together in a coherent
way.

The book delivers on the promises laid out in the introduction

and overview; unfortunately, the overall message conveyed through
the articles is that the delivery of preventive health services through
community building falls far short of its promise. Minkler's stated
intentions are to assemble critical recent thinking on the topic,
demonstrate the application of concepts and methods, delineate hard
questions and ethical challenges which accompany empowerment
efforts, and demonstrate this activity across diverse groups.
She meets those purposes and the strength of the volume lies
in this comprehensive approach to community efforts. Included are
conceptual models, the role of the professional, community
assessment, consciousness raising praxis, coalitionbuilding,
measurement issues, and new techniques. Eleven appendices provide
the reader with additional tips and techniques. Demonstration of the
application of theory and method is provided in five case studies. The
case studies, in turn, address the diversity issue. They describe an

effort to prevent childhood lead poisoning, an adolescent prevention
program, HIV prevention planning and STOP AIDS program, and
organization of the elderly poor in San Francisco's Tenderloin
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A simple content analysis of these case studies, which are

included presumably because they are "best practice" examples, left
this reader discouraged, demoralized, and depressed about the
promise of the field itself. In fact, some of the reasons for the

uninspiring outcomes of the most ambitious efforts is explained quite
eloquently in the chapter by Pilisuk, McAllister, and Rothman on the
functions and dilemmas of grassroots organizing. They maintain that
there is a paradoxical growth of grassroots organizing despite the
counterproductive conditions of the postindustrial era. Yet, while
their chapter exudes a cautious enthusiasm, the facts as they are
related in the case studies seem to reveal that six cultural forces

which they highlight (threadbare social fabric, global causes of local
problems, concentration of transnational power which is
unaccountable to the public, the remoteness of information about
power and control, the centralized domination of symbols of
legitimacy, and the disempowering effects of the mass media) in fact
predominate in the long run.
Within the five case studies mentioned, an equal number of
disappointing results are found. The common denominators of failure
seem dual: the funding sources for grassroots work and the fluidity
and vulnerability of the constituencies involved render community
organizing efforts temporary in the face of the forces of the larger
political economy. Some of these ideas are addressed below with
some of the hard facts presented from the organizing world.
First, we see the power of profit over "empowerment." In the

lead poisoning prevention case, the organizers "won" a lawsuit to get
the city of New York to reduce the potential of lead poisoning nearly
fifteen years ago. The courts have, in fact, ruled five times against the
city, and held the city in contempt three times to no avail because
efforts "to prevent lead poisoning have been opposed by powerful
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real estate interests" (p. 287). In the adolescent prevention program,
Indian teens were empowered to speak out to a tribal council against
their greatest risk factor, alcohol, and found that a key tribal member
refused to act because the tribe received half the profit from the bars.
The vulnerability of the constituencies was painfully revealed
in the Tenderloin Senior Organizing Project. This effort, carefully
chronicled by the volume editor, seemed full of heart-warming
successes. It was a comprehensive project, people were mobilized,
the non-profit and private sectors became involved, and success
stories were generated. But, after sixteen years the project was
forced to close due to the inability of raising a mere $100,000 annual
operating budget from private foundations in a wealthy city. Elderly
and handicapped participants were fortunate to be able to participate
in the programs generated, but they certainly could not be called on
in large numbers to mobilize to solicit and maintain funding.
This leads to a critique of the grant-making process which is
so often the basis of these types of projects. Granting foundations are
most often looking for innovation, and, operating under the

philosophy that a worthy innovation will find funding from another,
more stable source, they move on to the next project. But public
sources of funding have become increasingly scarce in the face of the
hue and cry from the larger business community for "low taxes."
Coupled with the political economy of place which leaves the poor
and disenfranchised segregated in districts of low property tax
resources, even less is available for their needs.

Interestingly, the STOP AIDS project seemed to be the most
successful of the cases. Here is a target population which had
advantages lacking in the other groups: the "victims" were young,
and often middle-class men tied into the business community and

male sexuality was at stake. Also, while mortality was a problem,
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there is a sufficient replacement of new youngmale residents
continually moving into the San Francisco area. Yet even this

population had severe limitations, shown inthe second case involving
mv prevention planning, in the dysfunctional diversity and selfindulgence manifest in their public discussions.

As if these problems were not sufficiently discouraging, hope
was held out for new tools of community organizing and building
into the next century. In the final section of the book, these
innovations are described as online computer networks and media
advocacy. Again, the bias inherent in both is toward the educated and

affluent and away fi-om the very young, the weak, the sick, the
elderly, and the disenfranchised.
In sum, while the stated intentions of this volume on

community organizing and community building were met, a close
reading of the case studies revealed that these efforts at

empowerment and participation may be doomed at the start bythe
societal context in which they are occurring. Does that mean that we
stop trying? Probably not. But our efforts need to reach the political
and corporate decision makers to transform the way in which "grantmaking" and funding take place to encourage community building

efforts. This book is a place for graduate students to start developing
this understanding in classes on public health and policy, community
organizing, and social work. Selected articles would be very useful in
undergraduate classes as well. Of course, the book will also be of

great interest to practitioners in the field of community organizing
and community building, not only in health, but in other areas as well.
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